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Download guests can't request updates! The block head is a pixel graphic adventure sandbox. The protagonist tries to survive in a huge open world. To secure his presence, he must build a refuge and provide supplies. To do this, the characters need to explore the surrounding area and underground mines to find useful items. Players
should also monitor the needs of the ward, otherwise it could end badly. Explore various crafts, building objects and valuable objects and improve your tools - all this will help your protagonist settle into this world. Noodle Cake Studio Inc Android 3.1 version: 1.6.1.2 $0 block head (MOD, unlimited crystal) - my learn, craft and build in this
huge and detailed sandbox game. Explore the huge simulation world of thousands of blocks with full temperature and climate systems, seasonal, equatorial and frozen columns. Updated on 1.6.1.2! Explore andrommod adventure game block head (MOD, lot of money), mine, ship built in this huge and detailed sandbox game. Move a huge
simulation world with thousands of blocks to full temperature and climate systems, seasonal, equatorial and frozen pillars. Explore complex cave systems and flowing water and survive on top of deserts and snowy mountains. пещеру или заправлять ваш огонь?Что вы будете делать?• Контролируйте болванов в огромном случайно
сгенерированных мире океанов, гор, лесов, пустынь и глубоких подземных пещерах.• Следите за своими потребностями - дать им спать, кормить их, создавать одежду и кров - и они будут счастливее, более быстрым и продуктивным.• Ремесленные инструменты с ресурсами, которые они находят The Blockheads
(MOD, неограниченно кристаллов) - Данная игра являеться полным клоном всем известной Minecraft. It's a great place to stay. It's a great place to stay. A description of this is , there is a description of this. Game Block Head v1.7.2 (MOD, Archive/sdcard/Android/obb/World-Famous Sandbox Games Can You Unpack In Minecraft?
StoryThe game introduces Android gamers to the unique world of Minecraft in completely 2D. From tropical beaches to endless snow mountains and dark dungeons, you'll have access to a variety of environments. When it starts, you'll find yourself lost in a strange place. As the night slowly falls, hunger and cold begin to toll the body, it
only takes a few minutes to build a hut, set fire, and find food to survive. Not to mention that the wild also has dangerous animals and beasts lurking around. What would you do to escape this situation? Help your character survive and discover. The possibility of block heads as you hunt animals for food, craft items, collect resources, build
amazing structures, and even down monsters inside dark dungeons. Here you can enjoy the game with your friends or play solo as you dive into the completely interactive world of Blockheads.Here you will find all the exciting features the game has to offer: fans of adventure and action games will definitely enjoy themselves in this exciting
survival gameplay at Blockhead. Control block head characters as you explore a huge world with plenty of activities available. Block through various locations on randomly generated maps while finding resources to sustain you. Join various activities in the game, creating items and tools to help you in your survival challenge. And to make
your survival challenge more fun, block head gamers can craft all sorts of other items and tools as long as they have the necessary materials and tools. Give block heads some of the most efficient tools to work faster, provide better weapons to easily protect yourself, and upgrade your workbench for more interesting crafts. Check out all
kinds of items to be fitted into your home, such as new beds, tables, chairs, more games featuring interactive features, a fully simulated world with full climate and seasonal systems, which make things very realistic. And despite the uneven graphics, you'll find yourself caught in an immersive world. And with a randomly generated world,
you can definitely enjoy endless adventures at Blockheads.Start by picking up delicious coconuts you will find stranded on a strange island. Feed the characters before the cold night falls to you. Learn how to survive on a tropical beach. In addition to a variety of rare plants, animals can also be found on the grounds. And if you want, you
can also create a strong boat that can help you navigate the big seas. Travel to multiple locations and collect unique resources. You can also go to the North Pole and find special fur clothes. Finally, the game also features an epic underground dungeon where you can discover a lot of gems and collect unique materials, allowing you to
create amazing tools. To ensure that hunger doesn't bother you on the first night, your only option is to find fruit or hunt raw meat for animals and ears. However, we all know that these are not the most efficient ways to get energy, so it would be nice if you could cook in the game. In other words, you can simply bake meat in your campfire
and start making delicious food. When you can build shelters and kitchens, MasterChef challenges in the game with plenty of recipes available. Whenever you're ready, make delicious, energetic food for blockheads. Speaking of shelters, you wouldn't want to live in a shabby, but always, are you? In other words, gamers at Block Head can
also choose building features to make their dream lair. Here you can create all kinds of structures as freely as you like. You only need enough material, as well as the right tools. Build an amazing house or turn it into a marble castle if you want. And once you're done with the building, you can also make use of customization in the game
and change the appearance of the castle with new paint and graphics. You can paint the paint of your choice and, if you want, paint your surroundings. If you don't want to waste time or eat, you can settle down and plant an orchard and eat fresh fruit when you're ready. Also, plant some vegetables if you want, be careful and harvest them
when the time comes. This way, you no longer have to worry about food supplies. As for animals, you can tame them to help you in your daily activities or raise them for food if you want. Find yourself riding a map of all kinds of animals, from small donkeys to big cows. In addition, your animal can also be a companion during great
adventures. To make the game even more fun, you can play with friends and online gamers. You can join an existing world or create your own game so that other players can play together. It's fun when you can make things, explore endless dungeons, and solve challenges with your friends. And despite all the amazing features, Android
gamers can still have this game installed on their mobile device completely free. This means you can download it from the Google Play Store when you're ready. However, ads and in-game purchases may still be somewhat limited. Therefore, if so, you may want to take a look at our modified version of the game. With our block head
mode, you're now able to make endless purchases completely free of charge. In addition, we also have ads that have been completely removed, so don't bother when playing. All you have to do is download from our website instead of the Play Store, this game features simple yet interesting uneven graphics that we all get used to after
playing Minecraft. Also, with unique 2D graphics, you'll find yourself enjoying the game in a completely different way than regular titles. With a comfortable soundtrack, the game introduces Android gamers to create exciting and enjoyable survival and gameplay. Not to mention With accurate sound effects, all shapes of the game will feel
more realistic. For those who are interested in great sandbox games like Stardue Valley, Terraria, and a few others, Block Head will definitely surprise you for its rich and addictive gameplay. There's a lot of work to do, endless maps to discover, and play with amazing gamers, and you'll definitely enjoy your time at block heads, especially
with our modified version. Version.
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